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From the Editors 
 

Readers, 
You have been so wonderful. Seeing how many people are visiting 

our site and supporting this magazine is so inspiring and awesome! 
Please continue to spread the word and hit us up if you have any 
suggestions and ideas to reach even more people!   

Also!  We mentioned last month, that we had some cool news 
coming up, and here it is: we have art that wasn’t done by me! You 
have probably seen the art for March's prompt, and I want spend a few 
moments talking about the artist.   

Isabelle Woodhouse is a mixed media artist working primarily in 
watercolor and ink.  She is a semi-amateur experimentalist, and she 
really enjoys the process of discovering how to make art.  Most of her 
aesthetic is escapist and unfinished. Her favorite things to capture are 
nature and the human face. You can find and follow her on 
Instagram at @authenticallyodd and @woodhouseiz. Give her a follow 
and check out her art.  If you or someone you know is interested in 
creating an art piece for us, email us at pulpfactoryzine@gmail.com, 
and we would be happy to discuss what we're looking for!  

See you next week pulpsters!  
 
Cheers, 
Ian Mallon 
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Dear Readers (or “pulpsters” as Ian has taken to calling you), 
 
 I am so happy with how this little publication is going, and we 
have you to thank. We are doing things a little different this month. We 
are publishing one winning story and beginning to serialize a novella! 
It is something we wanted to do from the start and now we have the 
chance. 
 On the writing front, please make sure, if you have been lurking 
around thinking you would like to get into writing, to submit a story to 
us. We love new writers. We love being a place for someone to get their 
start.  
 Things are changing rapidly here. We are expanding our interests 
and casting a wider net. This venture is rapidly evolving (like a pre-
Cambrian fish), and we hope you are going to go for the ride with us. 
 Thank you to all the submitters. We wouldn’t be doing this 
without you. And if you have a story that you would like to publish 
with us, even if it has nothing to do with that month’s prompt art, drop 
us a line.  
  
 Hail, hail, 
 Blake Ray 
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Our winner this month is J. M. Michaels. Michaels has been featured 
in our magazine before. Their story this month is about young love and 
something else not nearly as sweet. Enjoy this blast from the past.  

* 
J.M. Michaels is an aspiring writer from Denver, CO. They are older than 
they’d care to be, but younger than they deserve to be. Michaels has been 
writing for a few years and has no current published works.   

 
 

Earth Angel 
By J. M. Michaels 

“It is amazing how complete is the delusion that beauty is goodness.” 
                                —Leo Tolstoy 
 

Somewhere in the background “Earth Angel” by Marvin Barry and 
Starlighters floated across the room from the crisp speakers of Speed Wayne’s 
Railway Diner. Tommy Pembrook sat across from a pair of golden-brown eyes 
and ruby red lips. Betty Sue closed her eyes and looked down as her cheeks 
flushed red. 

“What?” she said finding it difficult to force her mouth out of a smile 
that felt like it would never leave her face.  

“I just can’t believe that a girl as beautiful as you is sitting here with 
me,” said Tommy.  

“Well, what’s so kooky about that? You’re smart, talented, and very 
sweet. I’m embarrassed to say it, but I was very excited when you asked me 
to come here with you.” Betty Sue pushed her hair back behind her ear as she 
said this. Tommy was not the first football player to ask Betty sue out to a 
drive in movie, or to go sit at Thompsons Point, or some other thinly veiled 
excuse to “put the moves on her”. He was, however, the one she wanted to ask 
her out.  

Tommy reached his hand out across the table, overturned and 
wanting, and Betty Sue’s hand instinctually gravitated towards his. She 
looked up and was taken aback by his piercing blue eyes and could not look 
away. Her hand found his, and she was hoping to whatever God might be 
listening that his peripheral vision was somehow not working that day so 
that he wouldn’t have seen her hand’s abysmal navigational skills. The 
minute their hands touched it was like time stopped. “Like” was the key 
word. Of course, time did not stop. In fact, it was from that very moment 
onward that time would seem like it was on high speed for the rest of their 
lives. Tommy smiled as he looked down and back up at Betty Sue. 

 “You know I’ve been wanting to ask—” Tommy began. Before Tommy 
could get another word out, a deafening boom interrupted him.  
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All at once, every glass window in the small diner imploded. The 
patrons unlucky enough to be seated next to a window were showered in 
glass, men and women were screaming as the ground shook and cars lining 
the streets began to explode in all directions. Tommy and Betty Sue screamed 
and instinctively threw their heads down. Tommy swung around to look for 
the diner’s owner and fry cook Wayne.  

“Wayne? Where are you? What’s going on?”  
As Tommy frantically scanned the room, he saw Wayne’s lifeless body 

leaning broken, backwards over the flat top. A tire had flown through the 
window and pinned him against the grille. Tommy felt sick to his stomach. 
He could smell the skin on Wayne’s back beginning to cook, giving off the gut-
turning fatty pork smell. He looked back at Betty Sue and grabbed her hand.  

“We’ve got to get the hell out of here now!”  
Tommy fought back tears, as he assumed that Betty Sue was doing the 

same thing. The two ran into the small diners kitchen, frantically searching 
for the back door. Betty Sue stopped at the walk-in cooler door.  

“Should we maybe hide in here?” 
“No, I need to get home and check on my Mom and Dad and sister,” 

Tommy said, frantic and panicking. “We’ll be safe there I promise. We have a 
basement that we can hide in.”  

Betty Sue frowned. 
“Okay, I trust you.” 
Tommy opened the back door slowly and peaked out of the crack he 

had made. He could hear distant explosions and sirens all around them. It 
was everything he could do to keep himself together. But he had to get home, 
and he had to keep Betty Sue safe.   

The two snuck through the alley behind Speed Wayne’s. As they 
approached the street, Tommy held up his hand, indicating to Betty Sue to 
hang back for a moment while he poked his head out to see if the coast was 
clear. As soon as Tommy began to inch his face out from behind the brick 
wall, a silver streak flashed by inches from his nose. The gust from the streak 
knocked Tommy off of his feet. Betty Sue helped him back up  

“What the fuck was that?” Tommy asked. 
“I don’t know but lets get moving.” 
Tommy nodded with resolve, and he forced himself to look around the 

corner again. This time he saw the full wake of destruction around them. 
There were cars on fire, buildings missing entire walls, and Mr. Gordon’s 
drug store was completely gone. The two turned to look just as the gazebo in 
the center of the town square exploded under the weight of a tree falling onto 
it.  

“This is wrong, this is all wrong,” Betty Sue said raising her hand to 
her mouth and surveying the chaos all around her. “This isn’t how this is 
supposed to be.”  
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Before she could compute anything further, she was once again 
dragged away by Tommy. He had spotted a pick-up truck a few yards ahead 
of them.  

“C’mon! Hop in that truck!”  
Betty Sue looked confused.  
“We’re stealing it? We don’t have the keys! How are we gonna drive it?” 
“Well, I know the guy who it belonged to, and I don’t think he’s going to 

mind. And he’s not going to give us any issues getting the keys.” 
“How do you know that?” she asked skeptically.  
Tommy walked over to a limp body, the top half of which was laying 

under a brick wall, and began digging in his pockets.  
“Because, this is the guy who owns the truck. He is—“ Tommy stopped, 

and looked away before correcting himself. “He was my dads friend.”  
Tommy ran back to the truck, threw the key in the ignition and his 

foot immediately became lead as if by some kind of panic-fueled alchemy. He 
shifted the behemoth into reverse, and Betty Sue feared that he might 
actually tear up asphalt under their tires. Tommy threw the back end of the 
truck around the corner as he approached his house. He saw his family 
standing outside in their drive-way, his mother in tears, and his father trying 
to comfort her with his head on a swivel. He saw the truck peel around the 
corner and was able to see that his son was behind the wheel. He shot his 
arm out in front of him smiling. Tommy could see his father mouthing 
something that looked like “He made it!” and felt instant relief. He looked 
over at Betty Sue.  

“See we’re going to be just fine!” 
 Tommy’s little sister heard all the commotion and came out to see that 

her brother was home safe. Just as Tommy’s father turned to tell her to get 
back into the house, a dark shadow swept over them. Seconds later one of the 
giant silver streaks came crashing down, dragging a ribbon of flame and 
smoke behind it. The heavenly obelisk lay in defeat where the Pembrook 
family had stood, mere seconds before.  

Almost as if in one move Tommy stood on the brakes, bringing the beat 
up truck to a grinding halt, while throwing the door open and running out to 
the flaming wreckage. He let out a blood curdling and angry “No!” as Betty 
threw her hands over her face and screamed. Tommy fell to his knees and 
picked up his fathers scorched penny loafer. He felt a hand slide onto his 
shoulder as he cried. He raised his hand up and sought comfort in the 
gesture. He wrapped his hand around her cold fingers and gave them a 
squeeze. He pulled his hand away and pushed the hurt and pain back down. 
There was no time to mourn. Once they were inside and safe he could cry but 
not now.  

The two made their way around the burning wreckage. Tommy led the 
way into the kitchen and threw the basement door open. He started grabbing 
cans of food and bread and sent Betty Sue downstairs into the basement.  
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“Head down there and I’ll be down in a minute.” 
Tommy ran upstairs to his father’s bedroom, doing his very best to not 

look at the photographs of his family on the wall. He went straight to his 
father’s closet where he kept his Remington Model 870 Wingmaster. It was a 
single barrel pump-action shotgun. He grabbed the box full of shells that lay 
on the closet floor next the gun. 

With a vengeful determination, Tommy loaded the gun and headed 
downstairs. As he was headed back down the hallway, he stopped off in his 
room and pulled a box out from under his bed and rifled through it until he 
found his transistor radio.  

Tommy descended the stairs into the basement. He set the gun, ammo, 
and radio on his father’s workbench.  
  “There’s a box over in the corner that says ‘X-mas’ on it,” he said with 
coldness in his voice. “There should be a bunch of candles in there. Pull those 
out and set them on the workbench. We might need them. “  

Betty Sue began unpacking the box as Tommy had instructed.  
“What are we going to do? Do you have a plan?”  
“Something like that. Right now, I have to make sure that we’re safe. 

And we’ll try to get a better idea of what the hell is happening. Once you find 
those candles can you try and get that transistor working?” 

“I can. Listen, Tommy I think we need to talk about—“  
“No. Not now. I can’t right now.” Tommy had opened his father’s 

toolbox and pulled out a hammer and grabbed a box of nails off the shelf. He 
walked up the basement stairs and began driving nails into the doorframe 
through the door. He was able to find some spare lumber in the basement 
leftover from a project that his father would never finish now. Tommy began 
nailing the boards across the door. Once he was satisfied, he wiped his brow 
and trudged down the stairs. As he approached, he could hear the static of 
the radio get louder. They fiddled with the dial on the small radio, and after a 
few minutes they were able to pick up the shaking voice of their local radio 
DJ.  

“This is Skip McMadden bringing you some somber and honestly hard 
to swallow news. We don’t have all the information yet folks, but it would 
appear that the question ‘are we alone in the universe?’ has been answered. 
We are not. Reports are coming in from all over the world of similar attacks. 
No one knows why these beings are attacking, but they fucking are. I don’t 
care what the FCC says, Brent. The goddamn world is ending. Fuck them! 
Ahem, as I was saying friends, we are receiving reports that you should stay 
indoors and do not attempt to make contact with the beings. The creatures 
are being described as—is this for real Brent? Metal men?—they are metal 
men in flying saucers. Do not attempt to make contact; they should be 
considered armed and extremely dangerous. Wait! We are receiving breaking 
news regarding our attackers—“  
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There was an explosion on the radio, and Skip McMadden’s voice went 
silent and the radio resumed its previous symphony of static.  

The two teens locked eyes. They were silent. Tommy looked away and 
placed his hands on the workbench. He sunk down and lowered his head, 
gripping the sides of the surface.  

“You haven’t said a word about your parents, Betty,” Tommy said 
without raising his eyes. “Aren’t you worried about them?” 

Betty looked puzzled, and her eyes widened.  
“Of…of course I am…” she stuttered.  
“You haven’t said anything about them. Not once. In fact you’ve been 

relatively calm about all of this.” 
“I… I’m in shock. Of course I’m—“  
Tommy cut her off. 
“Don’t fucking lie to me!” Tommy screamed as he swept his hands 

across the workbench sending tools across the room. He pounded his fists on 
the bench as he stood straight up.  

“Your hand. It was cold. “  
He turned to face her. She backed away holding her own hand 

realizing that he was right.  
“Please Tommy, think about what you’re saying. What you’re 

suggesting!” 
“I know what I’m doing. For the first time today, I know exactly what 

I’m doing.” He grabbed the shotgun off the workbench. And leveled it at her.  
“Tell me what’s going on. Now.”  
“Tommy—“ She flinched as she was interrupted by the unmistakable 

sound of the gun’s slide loading a bullet into place.  
“Okay, Okay, please, just try and keep an open mind.”  
“Talk,” He said abruptly.  
“I am not from here. I am with them, but you have to understand that 

this was not how this was supposed to go. We’ve been here for over a year. 
When we arrived, our leaders spoke and we were supposed to integrate 
slowly. We’ve been living here, learning…loving.” When she said this, she 
lingered on him for a moment. “We were going to share our technology, and in 
return your leaders promised that we would find a safe haven here. Then 
today happened. I don’t know why. I’m just as in the dark as you are. Please, 
Tommy, you have to believe me. We wanted peace.” 

Tommy closed his eyes. His expression didn’t say that he believed her. 
His expression was one of anger—anger mixed with fear and pain. He was a 
swirling mess of feelings drawing and quartering him. Among all of the 
feelings he was experiencing, one in particular kept rising to the top: 
betrayal.  

“Show me.”  
Tommy took a deep breath and steadied his breathing. He shook the 

gun at her as he shouted louder and more confidently. 
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“Show me! Show me what you are.” 
“Tommy please—we took this form for a reason.” 

“Just do it!” he shouted. Then his volume dropped. “Please. I need to know. I 
need to see for myself. I just…I need to.”  

“Ok. Just try and remember, that I am not your enemy, no matter 
what you see. I care about you.” 

“You care about me? You barely know me.” Tommy was almost 
incensed.  

Betty Sue raised her fingertips up to her temples. She rotated them 
forward in a circle, and as soon as she did, a faint blue glow began to pulse 
under her fingers. There was a slow hiss, and a line began to form just under 
her hairline. She gently lowered her human face down and looked up at 
Tommy. A small backlit speaker where her mouth was, two small apertures 
over glowing red lights where her eyes were, and glowing blue lines traced 
where her cheeks and chin were moments before. She set the false face down 
on the workbench and looked up at Tommy.  

“Christ…” Tommy whispered as his jaw dropped. He was dazed, and, 
under any other circumstances, he would have been amazed. In a way, he 
still was. There were just too many other emotions floating around in his 
head for him to really spend any time deciphering what he was seeing.  

Betty Sue gently took a step forward.  
“Stop, I—I don’t know what to do. I don’t know if I can trust you.”  
“Please, you can,” she begged. “ I promise.”  
There was another loud explosion outside. The ground shook, and dust 

fell from the ceiling as the lights flickered. As the lights came back on, Betty 
Sue noticed that the tall shelf behind Tommy was falling forward. She called 
for him as it fell and dove for him. There was a bang and a flash of light, as 
the gun went off.  
 

“As if you were on fire from within. The moon lives on in the lining of your 
skin.” 

—Pablo Neruda 
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This month we are continuing the story started in our last issue. It is 
a novella we are absolutely enthralled by.  

* 
Duke!Raulston!owns!The$Marion$County$Messenger,!an!online!newspaper.!!He!also!
co>hosts!a!weekly!horror!show,!Tennessee$Macabre!that!airs!on!OtherworldsTV!and!
iTVChattanooga.!!He!has!always!loved!pulp!fiction.!!!

Duke!grew!up!reading!Robert!E.!Howard!and!H.P.!Lovecraft.!It!is!his!desire!to!
spend!the!rest!of!his!life!creating!pulp!fiction.!!Duke!hopes!you!enjoy!this!piece.!!It!
has!been!rumbling!around!in!his!head!since!July.!!When!he!saw!the!prompt,!he!had!
to!get!it!on!paper.!!In!time,!Duke!hopes!to!develop!this!into!a!Novella.!!For!now!this!is!
a!start. 
 

Redemption 
Part II 

*** 
Temptation 

  
Starr slept until well after sunrise. He woke to the smell of coffee and 

cooking steak. He stretched comfortably enjoying the aroma. For a moment, 
he was able to put the horror of the previous night out of his mind. The bitter 
aroma drew him from his comfortable bed. He didn’t bother dressing. He took 
his gun belt from the bedpost and buckled it on over his red long johns.  

Father Morales was frying steak when he walked in.   
“I see we are not dressing for breakfast this morning?”  
“I figured after that little party last night we were close enough not to 

stand on formalities,”  Starr answered.  “Mind if I help myself to some of that 
coffee?”   

“There are cups in the cupboard.”  
Starr found a simple brown crockery cup and filled it with coffee. He 

sat in a creaking, wooden chair at the kitchen table and took a long drink, 
closing his eyes to savor the strong, bitter taste. Father Morales slid him one 
plate piled high with steak, fried potatoes, and eggs and another that had 
warm flour tortillas on it. The friar sat down with his own plates, and the two 
ate in silence.   

  When he was finished, Starr went to the stove and poured himself 
another cup of coffee. He sat back down with a creak. He looked across the 
table at Morales.   

“What are we gonna to do now? He asked.  
“I wish I had a better answer for you Starr, but the truth is, I don’t 

know myself. I am going into Sweetwater to speak with Father Sanchez at St. 
Jude's Church. We need to know how this all started and maybe find out 
where these creatures lay up. I am afraid, Starr, that I don’t know a lot more 
than you do.”  
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“Well that just makes me feel warm and fuzzy all over. What do you 
want me to do?” 

 “I want you to be yourself. Go into Sweetwater. Patronize the local 
Saloon, play cards, chase women...”  

“Starr don’t chase women—he catches ‘em,” Starr cackled.   
“At some point, Starr, you and I are going to have to have a long 

discussion about the wages of sin. You are working for the Church now. Just 
see if you can pick up some information at the local dives.”  

“How much information do you think all these white folks are going to 
give to a half Cherokee, half black gun fighter?”   

“Probably not much, but it is worth a try.  There is one other thing, 
Starr. Do not get into any fights with the locals. It won’t do. I can’t have you 
shooting the people we came here to protect.”  

“Now Padre you know what an easy goin’ man I am!”  
“I do know. That’s what worries me.”  

    “Well, I guess I better get into my nice threads. Thanks for breakfast.”  
“Don’t mention it.”  
Starr had one set of fancy clothes: a pair of clean denim pants, a rich 

burgundy shirt that he had bought in Dallas, and with a silver concho 
hatband for his black Stetson. He admired himself for a moment in the 
mirror, adjusted the rim of his hat, and strutted through the door.   

 “Father Morales, I am headed into town.”  
    “I am glad to see you got dressed for it,” The father answered. “I was a 
little concerned.”  
    “Yeah I got me some clothes on. I don’t promise that they gonna stay 
on!”  

Starr laughed .  
  “Lord help us! Do you have all of your stuff packed?”   
    “Sure. I got two sets of clothes. I’m wearing one, and my other one is in 
my saddlebag with my toiletries. That’s all I got.”  

“I want you to meet me at the church at sunset. I don’t think that we 
should come back here. Those other things may know where we are, or they 
may not. I would rather not be sitting here in this ranch like a sitting duck.”  
     “That makes two of us. I will see you before sunset, Father.”  

Starr spent the day riding around Sweetwater trying to strike up a 
conversation with someone, anyone, that might be able to give him some 
information about what had been going on in Sweetwater. It went just about 
like he thought it would. The nicer folks looked at him like he had lost his 
mind. A few had been considerably less nice. In fact, the man in Warburton’s 
Mercantile had made no bones about telling him that they didn’t do business 
with coloreds and that he needed to get out of his store. It was a good thing 
that he had such an easy, loveable disposition. If he hadn’t, he might've lost 
his temper and have shot that fat grocer right in his big, white ass. Starr was 
contemplating the consequences of losing his temper with a white man in a 
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white town with a white sheriff and white judge when he noticed The 
Nashville House. 

The place looked like his kind of establishment. It was on the south 
side of town, a little run down, and a little seedy. It was the kind of place that 
would serve anybody that paid unlike those big fancy white saloons in the 
middle of town were all of the rich cattlemen and businessmen drank. It 
seemed reasonable to assume that, if he could drink here, he might be able to 
get some information as well.   
  As soon as Starr had hitched his horse, he walked through the 
swinging doors into the saloon. Sure enough there were other black men 
drinking there, a few whites, and some Mexicans. There was a lively little 
card game going on in the saloon. He would tuck that away for later. Men 
talk over cards. He might pick up a little silver to boot. He went up to the bar 
and ordered a beer—no hard stuff while he was on the job. The bartender 
brought it back, and Starr put some silver on the bar.  

“Keep the change, Señior.” 
The old barkeep nodded.  
“I am a stranger here in town. I was told that I could find a job with a 

Mr. O’Hanlan here in Sweetwater. Can you tell me where to find him?”  
    The barkeep froze for a moment.  

“No habla inglés.”  
Starr nodded, knowing that the old man had understood him perfectly 

well. He was too damned scared not to have understood him; he just didn’t 
want to talk about it.  

“Well that’s about right,” Starr muttered as he turned around and 
leaned back against the bar to sip his beer and survey the saloon.   
    The poker game was looking like the only real action in the saloon 
except for back in one darkened corner. There was a tall, ebony-skinned 
woman set up at a table. She was wearing crimson trimmed in black, and she 
promised much more fun than a bunch of smelly guys playing poker and 
getting drunk. Starr took his mug of beer and sauntered across the bar 
toward the lady’s table.   

As Starr neared the woman, he realized that she was reading cards 
and became aware of just how beautiful she was. She had large brown eyes 
and full lips. Her hair was arranged skillfully, with a crimson hat atop of it. 
She looked up as he grew near.  

“May I help you?” the woman in red asked with a slight smile.  
    “You may indeed,” Starr replied with a wink. 
    The woman cocked her head and looked at him rather sternly as she 
held up the tarot deck. “I mean with these.”  

“Well, I am looking for some information.” He put a coin on the table. 
She looked at him.  

“Keep your money,” she said. “Your need is great. I can already see 
that much.”   
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  “What is your name?” Starr asked.  
   “Oya,” she answered. “Oya La Voyante.” She shuffled her deck. “And 
yours?’  
    “Starr Killer. Are you from New Orleans? That’s where my Momma 
was from”.  
    “I lived there for many years, but I am from Hati. Why don’t you draw 
a card, Starr?”  
    Starr turned over the lovers.  
   “Well! Would you look at that?” He laughed.  
    Oya shook her head.  

“Draw another,” she said.  
    Starr took another card from the deck and laid it down. It was 
temperance inverted. Oya frowned at that.  

“One more,'' she said.  
Starr obliged. He drew the eight of cups and laid it on the table.   

    Oya looked at him.  
“The lovers indicates that you must make a choice. You will face great 

temptation to abandon the people that you love. Temperance inverted 
indicates that your life is out of balance. You are impetuous, and you act 
before you think. You have to learn temperance. The eight of cups means that 
you are about to begin a great journey Starr—a spiritual quest. When you 
complete your quest, you will be well on your way to becoming a man. And 
this is what you seek.”  

Oya drew the Devil from the deck and laid it on the table. They both 
stared down at the card. 
     “Tonight, you will find his minions,” Oya said. “Wait here for a few 
more hours then ride south on this road about a mile and half out of town. 
There will be a fork in the road. Take the left fork. Ride another mile or so, 
and you will come to a crossroad. I will be there, and I will show you where to 
go. One more thing: do not tell the priest. He can not help.”  
     “I will be there, and the last thing on my mind was bringin’ a priest.” 
Starr said with a wink and a smile. He turned and walked away. He had 
taken maybe ten steps when it occurred to him that she had no way to know 
about Father Morales. He turned to ask her how she knew, but she was gone.  

“Damn,” Starr muttered under his breath. 
    He walked past the poker game.  

“Hey, did you boys see where she went?” Starr asked the table. 
    “Who?” asked a very large man with a thick Mexican accent.  
    “The fortune teller. Beautiful black woman dressed in red. She was 
sitting at that back table.”   
    “Señior, I have been here for hours, and I have seen no woman. You 
maybe drank some bad tequila I think.”  
    Starr raised his hand as if he was about to say something, but then he 
just waved them off. The Mexican man laughed and said something to one of 
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his compares in Spanish. Starr just walked up to the bar. He ordered another 
beer and asked if the barkeep could bring him something to eat. A few 
moments later he returned with Starr’s beer and a plate of beans and 
tortillas. Starr dug in. He had no idea what was going to happen with Oya 
tonight. Whatever it was, he felt like he needed to meet it on a full stomach.  

*** 
   Father Morales cleaned up the O’Hanlan ranch house. He knew the owners 
would never return, but he still felt compelled to put the ranch house back 
into the tidy order he found it in. Once he had completed that, he had one 
more cup of coffee then packed his saddlebag and mounted his bay gelding.  
    Miguel understood that everyone expected to see a Friar mounted on a 
burro. He took perverse pleasure in seeing disappointed faces when he rode 
by. It was a weakness. He had grown up on a horse ranch and loved horses. 
Besides, he sometimes needed the speed and endurance of a good horse in his 
peculiar vocation.   
    The priest knew the streets of Sweetwater pretty well. Father Sanchez 
was a good priest and one of the few men outside of Father Morales’ order 
that knew about his peculiar mission. He helped when he could. Often as not, 
helping simply meant listening to Morales’ or hearing his confession. 
Sometimes it just meant sharing a friendly meal. This time was different.  
    Morales had been in Comfort, Texas investigating some supernatural 
events. A haunting as it happened. There was a troubled adolescent in the 
home. He did not know if there was a spirit that had attached itself to the 
troubled youth, or if the supernatural events were a product of the youth’s 
mind. Either way, he had seen this before. There was nothing demonic going 
on in the home—at least not that the friar could discern. The parish priest 
would counsel the child and the family. In a few months, the phenomenon 
would start to go away.   
    It hadn’t been long since Morales had received a wire from Father 
Sanchez. It had been terse.  

“O’Hanlan family murdered,” it read. “Others as well. Always on 
nights with a full moon. Your services required. Please come with all 
dispatch!”  

There was not enough information in the wire to compromise Miguel if 
the wrong person should read it. There was certainly enough in it for Morales 
to realize that Sanchez thought the murders were supernatural. Morales set 
out at once to Sweetwater. He wired Starr along the way. He wanted to be at 
the ranch when he arrived. He had beaten him there by a few hours. Enough 
time to clean the road dust off of himself and prepare some food. That was 
when he realized that he was not alone.  
    Father Morales felt the creatures as much as he heard them. He had 
hoped to meet Starr at the ranch, eat a meal, and gently explain the mission 
that he wanted the gunslinger to undertake. Later he intended to ride into 
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Sweetwater and meet with Father Sanchez. Those plans were blown out of 
the water as soon as he felt the presence of those things.  

He had gone out and buried the host at the corners of the property just 
like he told Starr. He also cast some other wards that he did not tell Starr 
about. There was no need to pile more on the boy than he needed to know. 
The upshot was that Sanchez was unaware that Miguel was in Sweetwater. 
He looked forward to their reunion. It had been several months since their 
last meeting.   
    Miguel tied his bay to the hitching post outside of the parish house and 
walked swiftly through the fragrant rose garden in the front yard. He opened 
the door.  

“Emilo,” Morales called. A young, dark priest in a cassock stepped out 
of the office.  

“Are you referring to Father Sanchez?” the young man asked with an 
icy edge to his voice. “Ah! You must be Father Morales. I was told to expect 
you.” It was not a warm greeting—in fact, he did not offer his hand in 
friendship.   
    “Who told you to expect me, Father—”  
    “Father Tremblay,” the priest answered.  
    “Was it Father Sanchez?” 
   “No. I am afraid not. Unfortunately, I never had the pleasure of 
meeting Father Sanchez. I have been told that you two were, um, close…”  

Father Morales felt his stomach sink. He knew where this conversation 
was going. Often enough, he had been the one that had to deliver the bad 
news. He sympathized with Father Tremblay. He knew that the young priest 
was looking for words to soften a blow that no words could soften. He had 
been there. He was going to make it easier for Father Tremblay. He felt the 
words, “How did it happen?” come from him, but it was as if he was watching 
from above.  

“There have been a series of murders and disappearances in the area. 
Some people, Sanchez among them,,,”  
    “Father Sanchez!”  
    “...and yourself, are attributing these deaths to supernatural causes.”  
    Morales knew that Emilio would never have betrayed his mission and 
few others knew about it.  

“What makes you think I even know about these deaths, much less 
what caused them?” The friar asked cautiously. 
    “Come now Father Morales, I know about your so-called mission. I 
know that your order indulges you, but really, you can’t think that the 
Church at large supports you? Seriously, this is Texas in 1882 not Central 
Europe four hundred years ago. But, I am not here to argue. I want to give 
you something.”  
    “What could you possibly give me, Father Tremblay?”   
    “A home.”  
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    Just then, a group of children came through—students from the parish 
school. When Tremblay smiled at the students, Morales noticed a young, 
blond girl look down at the ground. The significance of this was not lost on 
Morales.  
    “These are students from the parish school. You can have your choice 
Morales. They are special students that you can tutor and teach. Young boys, 
young girls, or both—it doesn’t matter. Think about it, Miguel. Our students 
have been selected from all over Texas, Mexico, and Louisiana. Some are 
from even farther afield.”  
    Morales fell deathly silent. He realized that this, this thing in a 
Cassock, was just as foul, just as evil as anything that Starr had gunned 
down the night before. Worse. He had a growing feeling that it might be 
responsible for Emilio’s death. Tremblay seemed oblivious to the rage in 
Miguel Morales’ eye, and he prattled on.  
    “Of course, I can not offer you money, but the Church will provide for 
your every need, your every desire: good food, good wine, and a nice place to 
live. Of course, you will be free to follow your own pursuits.”   
    “Not even thirty pieces of silver?” Miguel sniped.  
    “Come now, Father, there is no reason to be melodramatic.”  
    “In exchange for what, Tremblay?” Morales asked quietly.  
    “I would ask you to stop stirring up trouble here. Let the authorities 
investigate these murders. This is not the work of a priest. Leave it be. You 
can have a nice comfortable life here.”  
    “I can’t help but notice, Tremblay, that you have not answered my 
original question. How did Emilio die?”  
    Tremblay smiled at Morales.  

“Badly!”  
    Morales lunged at Tremblay. The slender, dark priest stood no chance 
against the big monk. A huge right fist snapped the Priest’s nose with a loud 
pop. He crashed against the wall, screaming a terrible high-pitched, whiny 
scream. Armed men poured into the hallway like so many angry wasps 
streaming out of a disturbed nest.  

“Don’t kill him!” Tremblay screamed, trying to staunch the blood that 
was gushing from his broken nose, “If he is so worried about Sanchez, let us 
send this friar to meet him!”   

That was all that Miguel remembered.  
Father Morales woke chained in the limestone basement of the church, 

with a throbbing headache. One of Tremblay’s thugs must have hit him from 
behind. When the cobwebs cleared from his aching head, he wondered if 
Emilio had been chained in this very cell awaiting God-only-knew-what fate.  
    It occurred to Miguel that poor Emilio had not been given last rites. A 
lifetime of service to the Church, and he was cheated of another sacrament. 
There was nothing to be done about that now. The opportunity had passed. 
Instead, Father Morales he offered Requiem Aeternam:  
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“Requiem Aeternam dona ei Domine. Et lux perpetua luceat 
ei. Requiescat in pace. Amen. Goodbye Emilio”  

The Friar cried alone in the dark cellar.  
*** 

    Starr Killer left the saloon a little before dark. He had taken the first 
turn that Oya told him about when he saw lightning on the western horizon. 
It was probably just an evening thunderstorm, but in Texas, even an evening 
thunderstorm could turn bad quickly. He had put Father Morales’ bullets in 
his pistols and his bandolier that morning when he rode out. That Monk 
could flat out make a bullet. Blessed or not, they were loaded hotter than 
anything he had ever shot before.  
    By the time Starr reached the crossroads, thick black clouds had 
obscured the setting sun. It was nearly pitch black. Starr thought he could 
make out the silhouette of a woman at the crossroads, and then there was a 
brief flash of light from a lightning bolt that struck uncomfortably close. He 
knew for sure then that it was Oya’s profile he was seeing. She was wearing 
the same red dress that she had been wearing in the saloon.  
    “Damn woman! You just going to stand there in the middle of a 
lightning storm?”   
    “Are you afraid of a little lightning? Perhaps I have misjudged you, 
Starr.”   

“I ain’t afraid of no lightning!” Starr responded.  
“Spoken like a boy who is afraid of lightning,” Oya laughed.  

    “Woman why you hackin’ on me. I’m here ain’t I?”   
    “Of course you are. Do you have your weapons?”  
    “I always got my weapons.” Starr answered.  
    “Good, now let the horse go.”  
    “What you mean ‘Let the horse go’? He’s liable to wander all the way 
back to Austin.” 

A disquieting thought came into Starr’s head. “Did you bring me out 
here to work some kind of Hoodoo? Because that ain’t happening. I got 
enough shit goin on right now, and the last thing I need is some Hoodoo.”  
    He thought Oya was smiling at him, but it was hard to tell. It just 
made him mad. He was sure that she was some kind of root doctor like his 
Momma. That was fine, but right now what he needed was to find the rest of 
whatever those things were and kill them.  
    “Let the horse go, Starr. He will go back to O’Hanlan’s. You are not 
going to need him. Trust me.” Oya placed a hand on Starr’s cheek.   
     Starr knew that he was going to regret this. He felt certain there was 
about to be some Hoodoo going down. How did she know about Father 
Morales? How did she know that they stayed at the O’Hanlan place last 
night? He slid off the horse, sighed, and slapped its hind-quarters.  

She is one hell of a beautiful woman; she might be worth a little walk, 
Starr thought.  
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     There was another large bolt of Lightning that flickered in Oya’s dark 
brown eyes.  

“There is a deep pit just past this Mesquite patch,” Oya said. “That is 
where the creatures that you seek dwell. I will take you there.”  
    “You need to stay here! I seen those things last night. They are 
powerful and, just to be honest, scary. I think that maybe you should stay 
here where it’s safe and let me take care of the monsters.”  

Oya threw her head back and laughed.  
“How very gallant of you. I think I can handle it though.”  
The woman walked into the Mesquite thicket with a stupefied Starr 

right behind her. She made no effort to be quiet. Starr tried to shush her 
once, but she just laughed.  

“Silly boy! They know we are here. They can smell us. They are already 
moving up the walls of their pit. You can tip-toe if you like—little good it will 
do you.”  
    “How in the hell do you know all of this?” Starr asked  
    “Hoodoo.”  
    “Damn! I knew it!  

When they emerged from the Mesquite thicket, there was another 
blast of lightning. It illuminated dozens of creatures climbing from the pit. 
There was a loud, shrill scream, and Starr knew they had been seen.  
    “Son of a bitch, run Oya!” Starr commanded, drawing his Peacemakers. 
He fired blind in the general direction of the creatures he had seen. He knew 
he was hitting some of them. He heard screams. He heard bullets thudding 
into soft, rotted flesh. He also knew that even if all twelve bullets struck 
home, it wouldn’t be enough—they were going to die. Then it happened. 

Starr pulled the trigger and there was just a click! He holstered the 
empty pistol in his left hand and flicked the cylinder of the pistol in his right 
hand open. He emptied the brass on the ground and was fumbling with shells 
in his bandolier when Oya raised her hands above her head.  

“Manamana!” She roared.  
    Everything went blue. Starr was only vaguely aware that he had been 
picked up by the blast and had landed on his back at Oya’s feet. He heard a 
roaring in his ears. He was not sure how long he had lain there, but he was 
aware that he was looking at a full moon and a sky full of stars. The 
thunderstorm had miraculously disappeared.  
    Starr staggered to his feet. He leaned over once and put his hand on 
the dusty ground before he managed to stand upright. He made two attempts 
before he was able to holster the Peacemaker.  
    “Goddamn, Oya! Now that is some Hoodoo! How did you do that?”  
    Oya smiled and extended her arms to hug him. Starr smiled back.  

“Now that’s what I’m talking about.” He moved in to kiss her but she 
jerked away. Starr was so distracted that he did not even feel her take the 
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Peacemakers from their holsters. She rolled the big guns in her hands so that 
they were pointed at Starr. He laughed.  

“They empty baby.  
    “You just saw what I did. Do you think I need bullets in these guns?”  
    “Look baby, it was just a kiss I mean I am sorry….there ain’t no need 
of pulling my own guns on me!”  
    “Strip!” she ordered  
    “You need to make up your mind!” Starr said.  
    “You are one of the most conceited human beings I have ever met and 
one of the stupidest! I told you that you were going on a journey!”  
     “Naked?!” Starr screamed.  
     “You are going into the wilderness unarmed and naked, with no food 
and no water. You are like silver ore, Starr. Silver ore holds great value, but 
it is worthless until it goes through the fire and the slag is burned off.  

“You hold great promise—the promise of the name that you bear, but 
you must be hardened in the flame. There will be a guide if you look for him. 
There will be temptation. If you fall, then Father Morales will fall with 
you...even now his life hangs in the balance…”  
   “Then I have to go to help him!” Starr said frantically. “I can save 
him!”  
    “Maybe you could, and maybe you couldn’t, but if you are to become a 
weapon that is useful to him and what he fights for, you must do this. Throw 
me your gun belts and bandoliers.”  

Starr thought about throwing them at Oya’s head and rushing her. 
Somehow he didn’t think that would work, so he tossed them at her feet. She 
picked them up and holstered the guns. Starr striped off every stitch that he 
was wearing. When he was done, she tossed his clothes, weapons, and 
everything else into the pit. 

“If you come back, Starr, you will come back to this place. You must 
descend into that pit and retrieve your guns. If you come back, Starr, you will 
be more than a gunslinger. You will be more than a warrior. You will be a 
man that walks between worlds. You will sling lightning and your voice will 
be thunder.”  

She raised her hands once more and screamed. 
“Manamana!”  
There was another blue flash. Starr woke hours later. The sun had 

already risen. He looked around. He was in a desert, but not one he had ever 
seen before.  

“I knew she was a damned Hoodoo woman!” Starr screamed, flailing at 
the white sand.  
  
  

 
 


